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PU B LIS H ER’S  N OTE
Portraying a living and existing culture and people that is not your own should not be taken lightly. Our motivation 
for publishing an Inuit themed board game is rooted in appreciation and respect for Inuit , their culture and history. 

While I n u it:  Th e S n ow Fo lk is not intended as a simulation of Inuit life, but rather a thematic portrayal of certain aspects 
of Inuit culture, acknowledging a board game cannot possibly encompass the full and rich history, traditions, and 
life of an Inuk — nor does the game pretend to do so — it was, from the very beginning, important to us to make 

sure that inaccuracies were avoided to the greatest extent possible. Therefore, in addition to conducting our own 
research, we sought feedback and collaboration with various Inuit organizations, institutions, and individuals.

Our desire is for this game to pay respectful tribute to Inuit everywhere. While Inuit advice and feedback 
has been incorporated into the game and its artistic interpretation, we also realize there are many 

cultural aspects and nuances of Inuit culture that we are unable to properly portray.
Perhaps, after playing this game, you will gain a richer appreciation for Inuit and desire to learn more about 

their culture. We encourage you to seek information and first-hand accounts from reputable sources.
We must all strive to better educate ourselves and work to protect the heritage of all nations, peoples, and cultures.

— Board and Dice Team

“I applaud Board & Dice for the hard work and effort that has gone into making this game. Even though it is 
impossible for a simple game to paint a complete picture of Inuit , the publisher has accomplished what they set 

out to do: pay respectful tribute to a group of people they are not part of, and for that I am very thankful.

Over the last several thousand years, different peoples have inhabited the Arctic. Today there are  
around 150 000 Inuit , mainly in Canada, Greenland, Alaska, and Denmark. Even though there are some differences 
from one area to the other, we are united by a common culture and heritage. The game does not dig deeply into 

the different traditions or history of Inuit . Instead, it presents Inuit culture and life from a general point of view 
with focus on the recent past . Parts of the game also relates to certain Inuit regions better than others.

Overall , I n u it:  Th e S n ow Fo lk is a respectfully and thoughtfully designed game,  
and one I am pleased to express my words of support for. 

Dear reader: I hope that you will seek to learn more about Inuit , not just about our past , 
but also about Inuit today. We are here. We are alive. We are Inuit!” 

— Paninnguaq Frederiksen, Inuk Consultant

 • 1 First Player card
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GOA L OF TH E GA M E
As the leader of an Inuit village, your goal is to ensure the 
growth and prosperity of the village by initiating new members, 
building up reserves, and pleasing the spirits of nature. 

When the polar night comes, the player with the most 
prosperous village will be the winner of the game!

CO M PO N ENTS
4 Village boards

117 Base Game cards:

 • 1 First Player card  • 1 Polar Nightfall card

 • 7 Spirit cards

 • 13 Orca cards • 10 Polar Bear cards  • 19 Seal cards

 • 14 Rite cards

 • 28 Inuit (adult) cards  • 24 Inuit (child) cards

1 Scoring pad 46 Optional Modules cards (detailed in each Module rules)
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O PTI O N A L  M O DU LES 

I n u it:  Th e S n ow Fo lk includes two expansion modules: The Spirit 
of the Great White and Rising Sun . For your first game 
we recommend that you play the game without either of these 

expansions. The setup below takes into account the base game 
components only. You can find the detailed rules for each 
expansion and their setup at the end of this rulebook.

GA M E SETU P
1. Find the First Player card and the Polar Nightfall 

card and set them aside. Shuffle the rest of the 
cards thoroughly.

2. Count out, face down, ten cards from the deck and 
add the Polar Nightfall card as an eleventh card. 
Shuffle these eleven cards and then place them 
near the centre of the table, placing the rest of 
the deck on top.

3. Reveal the top  five cards from the deck and lay 
them out, face up, next to the deck, forming the 
Great White. 

4. Give each player a Village board to place in front of 
themselves. During the game, cards will be placed above and 
below the Village board, so make sure to leave enough room 
for those cards.

5. The player who enjoys cold weather the most receives the 
First Player card. Alternatively, determine the first player 
using a method of your choosing.

You are now ready to play!
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PLAY I N G  TH E GA M E
Each player turn consists of exactly 3 steps: Replenish the Great White, Scout , and Occupations.

S T E P  1 —  R E P LE N I S H  T H E  G R E A T  W H I T E
Reveal the top card of the deck and place it face up in the Great White. 

S T E P  2—  S CO U T   ( O P T I O N A L )
For each Scout you have in your village, you may reveal one additional card from the deck, adding it face-up to the Great White.

S T E P  3  —  O C C U PA T I O N S 
Choose an Occupation listed on your Village board and resolve 
its ability. Though the effects of each Occupation vary, they all 
resolve in a similar way. Each Occupation will identify the type 
of card you may take from the Great White. You are allowed 
to take as many cards of that type as the number of Inuit 
cards you have assigned to that Occupation, plus one (for the 
Occupation itself depicted on your Village board). Refer to the 

Occupation Descriptions below for a detailed explanation of 
each occupation.
IMPORTANT: All cards by each Village board should be clearly 
visible to the other players. 
After resolving Step 3 (Occupations), the player on your left will 
take their turn.

OCCU PATI O N DESCR I PT I O NS

Each player starts the game having one Inuit in every 
Occupation. These starting Inuit are printed on the Village 
board. As the game progresses, you will assign more and more 
Inuit to various Occupations, thereby improving the effects of 
those Occupations.
When resolving an Occupation you must first count how many 

Inuit you have assigned to that Occupation. Do not forget to 
include the starting Inuit printed on your Village board! This 
number gives you the maximum number of cards you are allowed 
to take from the Great White while the Occupation itself tells 
you which type or types of cards you are allowed to take. You 
may not take any cards of other types, though you may choose 
to take fewer cards than what your number of Inuit allow.

ELDER

For each Elder in your village you may take one Inuit 
card (adult or child) from the Great White. Each new 
Inuit card may be placed below any Occupation space 
of your choice.
New members of your village are very important! The 
more Inuit you have assigned to a single Occupation, 
the more powerful that Occupation’s action becomes! 
Each Inuit you take may be placed below the Elder Occupation 
space — allowing you to take even more Inuit cards in the future 
— or below any other Occupation spaces to raise their power.

Even though you may take Inuit cards of any colour 
— the Inuit from different villages perform their 
functions the same way — you should be aware that 
any Inuit card that does not match the colour of your 
village will score you negative points at the end of 
the game. All male and female Inuit are faithful to 
just one village and therefore have only one colour. 

All children have two colours because they were born to two 
parents from different villages.
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S HA MA N

For each Shaman in your village you may take a Rite 
or Spirit (in any combination) from the Great White.
After taking all the cards you wanted to take, 
immediately resolve the effects of all Rites taken, in 
any order you choose, and then place them above the 
Shaman space of your Village board. Spirits are also 

placed above the Shaman space of your Village board 
— they will score additional Victory Points at the end 
of the game.
You can find more information on Rites and Spirits on 
page 8 of this rulebook.

WA RRI OR

For each Warrior in your village you may take one 
card (adult or child) from the Great White. Each new 
Inuit card should be placed face down above the 
Warrior space — these cards represent the weapons 
of those defeated.

Weapons bring you Victory Points but are also useful 
when you want to deprive other players of potential 
new Inuit cards they would otherwise be able to take 
from the Great White.

W HA LER , BEA R HU NTER , A N D SEA L TRA PPER

For each Whaler (alternatively, 
Bear Hunter or Seal Trapper) in 
your village you may take one Orca 
(alternatively, Polar Bear or Seal, 
respectively) from the Great White.
These three hunters allow you to 
collect Game cards. Whalers allow 
you to take Orca cards while Bear Hunters allow you to take 

Polar Bear cards and Seal Trappers 
allow you to take Seal cards. Each 
new Game card (Orca, Polar Bear, 
and Seal) should be placed above 
the hunter card of its type. Game 
cards will score additional Victory 
Points at the end of the game.

SCOUT

The Scout functions differently from all other 
Occupations in the game. This Occupation cannot be 
activated during Step 3 (Occupations). Instead, during 
its own separate Step 2 (Scout), before you take any 
cards from the Great White, for each Scout you have 
in your village, you may reveal one additional card 
from the deck, adding it face-up to the Great White. 

The cards are revealed one by one, and you can choose 
to stop drawing at any time.
Scouts allow you to increase the number of cards 
available in the Great White, thus giving you a 
greater choice of actions for your other Occupations. 
However, you also risk giving more opportunities to 
other players.

EN D OF TH E GA M E A N D SCO R I N G V I CTO RY PO I NTS
As soon as any player reveals the Polar Nightfall card, the end of the game is triggered. Keep 
playing until all players have had an equal number of turns (the player sitting to the immediate 
right of the holder of the First Player card will perform the last turn of the game). Then, 
calculate the Victory Points for each player.
IMPORTANT: While calculating the Victory Points, do not remove or move cards from any Village 
board until all players have finished calculating the Victory Points for their village! This is very 
important , since the scores of some types of cards depend on cards present in other villages. 
Any Victory Points awarded for having a given type of card (like scoring 2 Victory Points per 
Weapon using the Spirit of Might) are in addition to the original Victory Point value of a card.
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I NU IT CA RDS OF Y OU R COLOU R

All Inuit cards of your colour will earn you Victory points, even 
if they are located in a different village.
Every adult Inuit of your colour, in any village, is worth 2 Victory 
Points.
Every child Inuit that bears your colour, in any village, is worth  
1 Victory Point .

I NU IT CA RDS I N Y OU R V I LLA GE

Any Inuit cards in your village that does NOT bear your colour 
will cause you to lose Victory Points.
Every adult Inuit of a different colour, in your village, will 
subtract 2 Victory Points from your score.
Every child Inuit where none of its colours match yours, in your 
village, will subtract 1 Victory Point from your score.

GA ME CA RDS

Each Polar Bear card in your village is worth 4 Victory Points, 
each Orca card is worth 3 Victory Points, and each Seal card is 
worth 2 Victory Points.

WEA PONS

Each Weapon you have collected during the game is worth  
1 Victory Point .

RITES

Each Rite card, except the Rite of Inspiration, is worth 1 Victory 
Point . The Rite of Inspiration is worth 4 Victory Points.

S PI R ITS

The number of Victory Points you score for each Spirit depends 
on that Spirit ’s ability.

D E T E R M I N I N G  T H E  W I N N E R
The player with the most Victory Points is the winner!
If there is a tie, the tied player with the fewest Inuit cards 
(adults and children) wins. If there is still a tie, the tied player 
furthest from the First Player is the winner.
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R ITES
After taking all the cards you wanted to take from the Great 
White, the effects of all Rites taken are resolved in any order 

you choose.  It is possible for a Rite to have no effect because 
of the effect of another Rite you took.

THE R ITE OF PASSA GE

Any player who has more Inuit cards than you must discard one 
face-up Inuit card from their village. These discarded cards are 
removed from the game completely. At the end of the game this 
Rite is worth 1 Victory Point .

THE R ITE OF FERTI LE GA ME

Any player who has more Game cards than you must discard one 
Game card. These discarded cards are removed from the game 
completely. At the end of the game this Rite is worth 1 Victory 
Point .

THE R ITE OF SACRIFICE

Choose one Inuit card in your village and place it face-down as 
a Weapon. At the end of the game this Rite is worth 1 Victory 
Point .

THE R ITE OF CLEA R S I GHT

Any player who has more Spirit and Rite cards (combined) than 
you must discard one Spirit card of their choice (unless that 
player has no Spirit cards, in which case nothing happens). 
These discarded cards are removed from the game completely. 
At the end of the game this Rite is worth 1 Victory Point .

THE R ITE OF I NS PI RATI ON

Immediately add three more cards from the deck to the Great 
White. At the end of the game this Rite is worth 4 Victory Points.

S PI R ITS
For purposes of scoring a Spirit card, when counting Inuit cards in your village, do not forget to include the starting Inuit printed on 
your Village board!
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EX PA NS I O N M O DU LES
I n u it includes two expansion modules you can add to your game 
to make it more nuanced. It is recommended that you play the 
base game at least a few times before adding any of the two 

expansion modules below. Each module can be used separately, 
or you can use them both at the same time.

M O D U LE  1  —  T H E  S P I R I T  O F  T H E  G R E A T  W H I T E  
The Spirit of the Great White module adds an extra layer of 
interaction to the game by introducing a direct conflict between 

player villages. If you want a slightly more competitive game, 
add all components from this module to your game.

M ODU LE COM PONENTS

All cards from this module have  printed in the middle of the right edge of the card.

 • 13 Great Game cards

 • 9 Legendary Character cards

 • 4 Rite of Change cards

 • 8 Conflict cards

 • 1 The Arctic Wolf - Spirit of Blood card

GA ME SETU P CHA N GES

1.  Find the The Walrus - Spirit of Might card among the 
base game cards and remove it from the game (by 
placing it back in the game box).

2.  If playing with fewer than four players find all 
Conflict cards with village colours absent from the 
game and remove them (by placing them back in 
the game box).

3.  After setting aside the First Player card and Polar 
Nightfall card, shuffle all cards from this module together 
with the base game cards.

4.  Proceed with normal setup of the game.

M ODU LE RU LES

The only changes introduced to the game come from the new types of cards.  
Below follows a list of new cards included in the Spirit of the Great White 
module.
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CONFLICT CA RDS

If a Conflict card is revealed during setup at the beginning of 
the game, it is removed from the game without effect and a 
replacement card is drawn. If, on your turn, a Conflict card is 
revealed and placed in the Great White, you must immediately 
decide what to do with the card:

 • Declare War: place the card face up next to your village 
board (on the far left side). At the end of the game, each 
of your Weapons of the player colour depicted on the 
Conflict card will be worth an additional 2 Victory Points. 
At the end of the game, compare the number of Warriors 
you and the other player have (whose colour is depicted on 
the Conflict card). Out of the two of you, the player with 
more Warriors scores 4 Victory Points. In case of a tie, the 
player with more Weapons receives the points. In case of a 
further tie, the owner of the card receives 4 Victory Points.

 • Forge an Alliance: place the card face down next to 
your village board (on the far right side). At the end of 
the game, you and the player whose colour is depicted 
on the Conflict card both score 2 Victory Points.
 • Immediately discard the card with no 

further effect, and draw a replacement.
IMPORTANT: If you draw a Conflict card depicting the symbol 
of your own village, remove the card from the game and draw 
another card from the deck as replacement.

LEGEN DA RY CHA RACTER CA RDS

The Legendary Character cards work mostly like regular Inuit 
cards (including the ability of taking them as Weapons from 
the Great White). With two exceptions (discussed below) each 
Legendary Character has one specific occupation. This is the 
only Occupation that the Legendary Character can pursue if 
added to your village when resolving the Elder Occupation. Each 
Legendary Character can also score 8 Victory Points if you fulfil 
the condition outlined on the card.
There are 2 special Legendary Characters that work slightly 
differently from the rest:

 • Legendary Drum Dancer: You 
may place this Legendary Character 
below any Occupation, but you will 
not be able to place any more cards 
below that Occupation. Additionally, 
you are prohibited from resolving 
this Occupation’s ability for the 

rest of the game. This Legendary 
Character is worth 6 Victory 
Points at the end of the game.
 • Legendary Healer: This Legendary 

Character may pursue any Occupation, 
where the Character counts as 2 Inuit, 
but may never be taken as a Weapon.

IMPORTANT: Unlike regular Inuit cards (which can add or subtract 
1 or 2 Victory Points, depending on their colour), each Legendary 
Character (apart from the Drum Dancer) subtracts 4 Victory 
Points from your final score. If you fulfil the Legendary 
Character ’s condition (if one exists), you will receive 8 Victory 
Points, which will (in total) net you 4 Victory Points: +8 for 
fulf illing the condition and -4 for the Character ’s base Victory 
Point value. Please note that the Legendary Healer does not 
provide you with the ability to score 8 Victory Points, but for all 
intents counts as 2 Inuit cards in your village. 

GREAT GA ME CA RDS

These cards work like regular Game cards for scoring purposes 
of the Spirit of Ice, Water, and Wind, but they bring more Victory 
Points at the end of the game than regular Game cards. During 

your turn, you may take only one Great Game card of each type 
— but you can still take more regular Game cards.

RITE OF CHA N GE

This card functions like any other Rite in the game.

THE A RCTIC W OLF – SPI R IT OF BLOOD

This Spirit scores 1 Victory Point for each Weapon in your village.
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M O D U LE  2  —  R I S I N G  S U N  
The Rising Sun module adds more seasons to the game, each with its own special effects and influence on the game.

M ODU LE COM PONENTS

11 Rising sun cards:

 • 3 Sunrise cards  • 4 High Sun cards  • 4 Sunset cards

All cards from this module have  printed in the middle of the right edge of the card.

GA ME SETU P CHA N GES

1.  After setting aside the First Player card and Polar Nightfall 
card and shuffling the deck thoroughly, prepare the Great 
White by drawing 10 face-up cards to it.

2.  Choose 1 Sunrise, 1 High Sun, and 1 Sunset card, either 
randomly or by picking one of each type that all players 
agree to.

3.  Create 4 face-down piles: the first by counting 10 face-down 
cards, and three piles by dividing the remaining cards into 
three roughly equal decks.

4.  Shuffle the Polar Nightfall card into the 10-card deck.
5.  Place 1 of the remaining piles on top of the 11-card deck 

(containing the Polar Nightfall card), thus forming the main 
deck. Place the Sunset card face down on top of the main 
deck.

6.  Place 1 of the remaining 2 piles on top of the main deck. 
Place the High Sun card face down on top of the main deck.

7.  Place the Sunrise card face up near the main deck — this is 
the current active Rising Sun effect.

M ODU LE RU LES

The game follows all basic rules, except for the active Rising Sun 
effect which you must always consider during your turn.
At the beginning of the game the Sunrise effect is active. 
However, the moment a player reveals a new Rising Sun card, the 
currently active card is removed from the game, and the newly 
revealed Rising Sun card becomes the active Rising Sun card. In 
other words, during any given game, Sunrise will be active first , 
then High Sun, and finally Sunset. Whenever a Rising Sun card 
is revealed (and becomes active) you must immediately draw a 
replacement card.
The effect of each Rising Sun card is outlined on the card itself. 
Resolving the effect is optional (a player may decide to ignore 
the Rising Sun card), unless the card states that its effect must 
be resolved, or if it is the Polar Nightfall card, which ends the 
game as normal.
If a card requires you to discard a card from your village, the 
discarded card is removed from the game – place it back in the 
game box.



PRO M O CA R DS
Your copy of I n u it:  Th e S n ow Fo lk came with 2 cards described 
nowhere else in these rules. These cards are promotional items 
for 2 other games published by Board & Dice. 
If one of the following games ever enters your collection, you 
will have some extra content to play with! Otherwise, the cards 
also make great small gifts for any friend who has a copy of 
Dice Settlers or Dust in the Wings.
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and others.
©2019 Board & Dice. For more information about I n u it:  Th e S n ow Fo lk please visit 

WWW.BOARDANDDICE .COM 

M ISS I N G OR DA MA GED COM PONENTS

Although we take great care to make sure that your game 
is complete, manufacturing errors can still leave you with a 

missing or damaged component. If that happens, please contact 
us to receive replacements swiftly, and with sincere apologies.

This card is a promo item for Dust in 
the Wings, a light strategy game of 
clever maneuvering, where you try to 
position beautiful wooden butterflies 
on a meadow board in order to take 
the best photos and score the most 
points. Add this card to the Gathering 
deck. To fulf ill it , you must end your 
move on a space that contains 5 

butterflies: 1 red, 1 blue and 1 yellow butterfly, and two 
other butterflies of any color – as long as it is the same 
color (both are blue, both are red, or both are yellow).

This card is a promo item for Dice 
Settlers, a light civilization game of 
dice bag building, expansion, and area 
control, featuring fast gameplay, 
amazing art , and over 50 custom 
dice! Simply add the Merchant Routes 
promo card as an option when setting 
up your Technology tableau.


